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Abstract 

Multi-rotor and fixed-wing drones are extensively used to collect the data needed for 

producing large-scale topographic maps and plans. Several types of drone products are 

available, and the most important one for surveyors is an orthophoto. Flight planning, the 

quality of the control data, the assessment of drone products, and the image processing 

software need to be considered when using these drones. In this study, we explained these 

concepts and discussed their theoretical and practical importance in providing standards and 

tools that might help drone users, surveyors, and others, in obtaining the products they desire. 

We also proposed a detailed methodology for evaluating the accuracy of the image processing 

products of the drones as aerial triangulation and orthophoto. We discussed the importance 

of the Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) and the ground control points to assess the absolute 

accuracy of the aerial triangulation of the images and the importance of performing statistical 

tests before evaluating the absolute horizontal accuracy of the orthophoto. The checkpoints 

measured using more accurate methods than drone photogrammetry were used for the 

assessment. In this study, we evaluated the dependence of the differences between the 

coordinates of these points and the coordinates of the corresponding points measured on the 

orthophoto based on a normal distribution, and the correlation between them, before 

applying international standards for determining the absolute horizontal accuracy of the 
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orthophoto. An orthophoto covering 6.57 hectares with a horizontal accuracy of 0.362 𝑚 was 

produced. This accuracy is suitable for producing 1/1500 scale map that can be used to extract 

features with a sub-decimeter accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

Drones equipped with high-resolution digital cameras can record accurate data that might be 

used for various photogrammetric tasks [1]. Drones are used as an alternative to traditional 

surveying methods for updating or making large-scale topographic maps for regional planning, real 

estate applications, monitoring urban expansion, and creating digital surface models (DSM) [2]. 

While using drones, the location and orientation of the camera are determined by the Inertial 

Measurement Unit (IMU) and the airborne GPS unit. These data are then used in the image 

orientation process [3]. 

Drones have different types of remote sensing sensors. Those that are dedicated to remote 

sensing and mapping missions are usually equipped with one or several sensors, including electro-

optical sensors (cameras), infrared sensors, and laser sensors. Along with the laser source, LiDAR 

systems use GPS and Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) for precise geolocation of a point cloud or 

terrain mapping. Laser ranging, combined with auxiliary sensors, such as GPS and IMU, can be used 

as a laser-based terrain mapping system called Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR). 

For surveyors, the orthophoto is the most important cartographic product of drones, because it 

is corrected for distortions caused by the camera tilt or due to lens aberrations and shifts due to 

elevations in the photographed scene. Thus, it can be used as a map [4]. For producing orthophotos, 

inputs such as a vertical aerial photograph, the inner exterior orientation parameters of the camera, 

and a digital terrain model (DTM) for the region are required. 

When using drones for generating maps, the applied procedures are very similar to those applied 

while taking aerial photographs regarding image planning, ground control work, image processing, 

and assessing the accuracy of aerial triangulation [5]. Here, normal case conditions were applied 

during image acquisition (images were captured from different camera poses so that the optical 

axes of the camera systems were perpendicular to the base vector between them and parallel to 

each other), as well as, during the use of control data (using airborne GPS or ground control points) 

in the aerial triangulation process [5].  

The advent of drones led to the development of new concepts on the inputs (digital images), the 

control data, the forms of products (dense point clouds, digital surface models, and orthophotos), 

and their evaluation mechanisms. In this study, we discussed some of these concepts and explained 

them from a theoretical and practical perspective to help users of aircraft, surveyors, and others in 

obtaining the products they desire.  

In this study, we discussed the following points:  

1- The factors affecting flight planning that help to achieve the required accuracy 

2- The digital sensors used in image acquisition 
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3- The control data used in image processing (aerial triangulation) 

4- The SfM-based (Structure from Motion) processing software used for geometric data 

acquisition from images in the form of point clouds 

5- The nature of the resulting products and mechanisms used for evaluating their accuracy 

We aimed to clarify the previous points before proceeding with any photogrammetry surveying 

for map production. This was because many non-specialists started using drones for producing maps, 

and some guides might be helpful in their work. 

To evaluate the feasibility of using drones for producing topographic plans, the results were 

compared to a topographic plan produced by traditional surveying (expensive and time-consuming).  

2. Materials and Methods 

In the following sections, the theoretical principles applied in drone mission planning, control 

data for aerial triangulation of drone imagery drone imaging sensor, and the assessment of drone 

products, were discussed. We then applied these principles our project.  

2.1 Drone Mission Planning 

Theoretically, the inputs to this process are generally the following [6]: the specifications of the 

drone's camera, the required scale of the map, the size of the studied area, and the proportions of 

the forward lap and side lap of images. 

Regarding the camera specifications, we recorded the size of the captured images in pixels, the 

size of the image in millimeters, and the focal length of the camera.  

For the flight plan, the following information is required:  

• The size of the CCD in pixels (n × m). 

• The size of the pixel in millimeters (pixelsize). 

• The size of the CCD in millimeters (w × h). 

• The focal length of the camera lens f.  

• The size and shape of the area to be photographed (length × width). 

• The extent of the forward lap and side lap (PL (%) × PS (%)) 

• The scale of the required map (1/Nmap). 

A flight plan for an aerial imagery mission must be developed to obtain the appropriate flight 

altitude, the number of flight lines, the air base (distance between two consecutive photos), the 

number of images in each flight line, and the total number of images. 

2.1.1 Flight Altitude Computations  

Flight altitude is the altitude of a certain datum above which the drone flies during data 

acquisition. The two main data used are either the average (mean) ground elevation or the mean 

sea level. The flight altitude relative to the mean sea level is calculated using the focal length of the 

lens and image scale as follows: 

1

𝑁𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒
=

𝑓

𝐻 − ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑔
→ 𝐻 = 𝑓 × 𝑁𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 + ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑔 (1) 
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Here, havg indicates the mean ground level. Before applying Equation (1), the value of the image 

scale must be determined as a function map scale based on the principle that the scale of the map 

obtained from the image must be equal to five times the scale of the image [6], that is: 

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑝 = 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 × 5 

2.1.2 Image Ground Coverage 

The ground coverage of an image is the area on the ground. This coverage can be determined by 

calculating the distances covered by the image width (w) and the image height (h) on the ground 

(parallel and perpendicular to the flight direction, respectively) using the following equations: 

𝐷1 = 𝑤 × 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜  

𝐷2 = ℎ × 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 (2) 

Where,  

𝑤 = 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑚𝑚) × 𝑛  

ℎ = 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑚𝑚) × 𝑚 (3) 

2.1.3 Flight Lines and Image Number Computations 

Before starting the computations of the flight lines and image numbers, it should be noted that 

for a rectangular project, the smallest dimension of the project area is used to lay out the flight lines. 

This results in fewer flight lines and lesser turns between flight lines.  

To determine the number of flight lines needed to cover the project area, the air base is 

computed using the following equation:  

𝐵 =
𝐷1 × (100 − 𝑃𝐿)

100
(4) 

Then, the flight line spacing is evaluated: 

𝑊 =
𝐷2 × (100 − 𝑃𝑆)

100
(5) 

The number of flight lines is computed as:  

𝑁𝑆 =
𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ

𝑊
+ 1 (6) 

The number of flight lines is always rounded up. The number of images per flight line is 

calculated as:  

𝑁𝐿 =  2 +
𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔

𝐵
+ 2 (7) 
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The number of images is rounded up, and two images are added at the beginning of the flight 

line before entering the project area, and two images are added upon exiting the project area [6]. 

This is performed to ensure continuous stereo coverage. Finally, the total number of images needed 

for the project is calculated as:  

𝑁𝐿 × 𝑁𝑆 (8) 

Many software and applications are available that enable the drone to automatically plan and 

implement the flight process. Some of these software packages include Lichi, Autopilot, Drone link, 

Drone Harmony, DJI pilot, and PIX4DCapture (Figure 1). By using the above-mentioned software, 

surveyors and photographers can apply the full potential of their drones. However, implementing 

the plan proposed by these programs requires a good GPS signal, which is not always possible. 

 

Figure 1 The free drone flight planning app. (Source: 

https://www.pix4d.com/product/pix4dcapture) 

2.2 Drone Imaging Sensor 

In a drone survey mission, the choice of the appropriate imaging sensor depends heavily on the 

exact application. Satisfactory results can be obtained using a high-resolution RGB camera 

combined with proper mission planning and post-processing. Ground sample distance (GSD) refers 

to the spatial resolution of the camera. This might be considered to be the ‘accuracy limit’ of aerial 

surveying using the camera [7]. GSD can be computed by the following equation: 

𝐺𝑆𝐷 = 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 (9) 

It can also be calculated as a function of image width in millimeters (w), flight height (H), focal length 

(f), and the width of the image in pixels (n) as follows: 

𝐺𝑆𝐷 =
𝑤 × 𝐻

𝑓 × 𝑛
(10) 

https://www.pix4d.com/product/pix4dcapture
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The GSD is very important because it can be used to evaluate the accuracy of aerial triangulation, 

as we will explain later. 

It is preferable to use a calibrated camera before image acquisition. Camera calibration is 

performed to recover the interior parameters and lens distortion parameters of the camera, which 

are needed for image coordinate corrections before performing digital image processing [8]. These 

distortions affect the accuracy of the final products based on drone images. Camera calibration is 

performed by capturing the convergence image of a test field, which consists of several control 

points. These images are then processed using stand-alone camera calibration software. Camera 

self-calibration during image processing is also possible in most SfM photogrammetry software [9]. 

A mechanical shutter can also improve the accuracy of aerial triangulation to avoid distortion of 

the images because it reduces the rolling shutter effect. 

2.3 Control Data for Aerial Triangulation of Drone Imagery  

Aerial Triangulation (AT) represents the mathematical process of establishing precise and 

accurate relationships between individual image coordinate systems and a defined datum and 

projection (ground). Generally, the ground control points measured by conventional surveying 

methods or with GPS are used for AT. Aerial Triangulation helps to refine the exterior orientation 

parameters for each image and achieve the desired accuracy while generating products (i.e., 

Orthophotos and DSMs). When using drones, exterior orientation parameters are provided by the 

onboard Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and Global Positioning System (GPS). These parameters 

are stored as the EXIF data in the metadata of the images and used by the processing software for 

AT applications [10, 11]. 

In drone photogrammetry, the following types of reference data are usually available [8]: 

1. Control data, measured by the onboard GPS in the RTK (real-time kinematic) mode. This mode 

of operation allows the drone to receive corrections for the real-time GPS positions from GPS 

correction services.  

2. Control data, measured by the onboard GPS in the PPK (post-processed kinematic) mode. This 

mode of operation does not require corrections for the real-time GPS positions as the 

acquired GPS data can be post-processed later. 

Studies have shown that [9, 10]: 

1. Ground control points need to be used for computing AT when using the RTK mod (no post-

corrections to GPS signals are affected by obstructions and weather conditions) to determine 

the exterior orientation parameters. Some studies have shown that the absolute accuracy of 

AT and drone products can be improved significantly when ground control points are used.  

2. Ground control points need to be used for computing AT when using the PPK mod (application 

of post-corrections to GPS signals) to determine the exterior orientation parameters. The 

absolute accuracy of AT and drone products is not affected much when using control points. 

3. Achieving a high level of positional accuracy is impossible when using a drone with a non-

metric camera and without any ground control points. 
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2.4 Drone Image Processing Software  

Drone images are processed using SfM-based software to automatically determine the location 

of the images and extract geometric data from images in the form of point clouds (DSM), 3D models, 

and orthophotos [12]. 

SfM-based software differ in the flexibility of importing control points and measuring them on 

images, providing the capability to operate on the resulting clouds and generate 3D models in vector 

format, the availability of cloud editing tools, and the contents of the processing report [13]. Despite 

these differences, all SfM-based software follow a common workflow shown in Figure 2 [14]. 

 

Figure 2 The general workflow for SfM-based software.  

When selecting the SfM-based software for 3D modeling and map production from drone images, 

several choices are available. Many studies were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of SfM-

based software. Most studies recommend using the Pix4DMapper software [15, 16]. 

2.5 Assessment of Drone Products  

The accuracy of two main types of products of interest to the surveyors, including aerial 

triangulation and orthophotos, needs to be assessed. 

2.5.1 Accuracy Assessment of Aerial Triangulation (AT) 

Relative accuracy is not sufficient to evaluate the accuracy of AT. Hence, ground control points 

must be used to compute AT and evaluate its absolute accuracy. In this case, control points can be 

reprojected and considered as checkpoints. After performing aerial triangulation, the coordinates 

of the checkpoints are determined. For each checkpoint, the differences between the actual ground 

coordinates and the measured triangulated one are determined for the x, y, and z coordinates. After 

determining the differences in the x, y, and z directions for each checkpoint, the accuracy can be 

assessed using RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) If the horizontal accuracy of AT is RMSExy (including 

both the x and y directions) and its vertical accuracy is RMSEZ, the following equations can be used 

to assess the absolute accuracy of AT [17]: 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑋𝑌 ≤ (4 → 6) × 𝐺𝑆𝐷  

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑍 ≤
𝐻

𝐵
× 𝜎𝑋𝑌 (11) 
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Here, B indicates the base vector between two cameras, H indicates the flight height above the 

datum, and GSD indicates the ground sampling distance.  

2.5.2 Accuracy Assessment of Orthophoto 

To assess the horizontal accuracy of the orthophoto, a set of checkpoints is first measured on the 

orthophoto. The coordinates of the same points are then obtained from a more accurate source 

(e.g., ground measurements, large-scale topographic plans, etc.). For each checkpoint, the 

differences between the previous coordinates are determined for the x and y coordinates. Finally, 

the horizontal accuracy is assessed using RMSEX and RMSEY computed from these differences. 

Assuming that the differences follow a normal distribution and are uncorrelated in the X and Y 

directions, we can then use a specific value (2.4477) to calculate the horizontal accuracy of the 

orthophoto within a 95% confidence interval [18]. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦𝑟 =
2.4477 ⋅ √𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑋

2 + 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑌
2

2
(12) 

3. Results 

In the following sections, the previously mentioned theoretical principles were practically applied 

in map production using drone images. 

3.1 Flight Planning and Data Acquisition  

Aerial images (n = 28), with a forward overlap of 75% and a side overlap of 45%, of an area in the 

countryside of Damascus city were taken. The aerial sensor used was a 12-megapixel (3000 pixels × 

4000 pixels) camera (FCC330) with a focal length of 3.61 mm, which was installed on a DJI Phantom 

4 Pro system. The pixel size of the captured images was 0.00156192 𝑚𝑚 and the average scale of 

these images was 1/30.000. The study area was rectangular, covered an area of 6.57 hectares 

(Figure 3) and was located approximately 800 m above the mean sea level.  

 

Figure 3 The study area.  
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The flight was planned before image acquisition. The elements of the flight plan are summarized 

in Table 1. 

Table 1 The elements of the flight plan. 

Flight altitude over MSL 903.8 m 

Image frame size h = 4.69 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤 = 6.25 𝑚𝑚 

Ground coverage D1 = 187.5 𝑚, D2 = 140.7 𝑚 

Flight lines spacing 𝑊 = 77.40 𝑚 

Air base 𝐵 = 46.88 𝑚 

Number of flight lines 𝑁𝑆 ≅ 4 

Number of images by flight line 

𝑛 ≅ 7 

(No images were added at the beginning and at the end of 

each strip because of the sufficient forward and side 

overlaps that ensure that no gaps exist in the image block). 

Total number of images 28 

3.2 Map Scale, GSD, and Control Data 

Since the scale of the map obtained from the image is equal to five times the scale of the image 

[6], the scale of the map was 1 6000⁄ . The GSD was calculated by applying Equation (9). We found 

that GSD = 4.76 𝑐𝑚/𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙. 

The control data used in our example represented the exterior orientation parameters of the 

images measured by the RTK mod and no ground control points were available. The availability of 

the control points can improve the accuracy of the results. However, in many cases, it is not possible 

to get these points (for example, in hard-to-reach areas, marine environments, or dangerous areas). 

Thus, assessment of the absolute accuracy of AT was not possible. However, we determined the 

relative accuracy of AT by evaluating the differences between the measured values of the exterior 

orientation parameters of the images and their computed values. 

3.3 Image Processing  

Pix4DMapper was used to process the images. Although this software has a default workflow 

and various parameters that can be changed manually as per user requirements, we used a default 

workflow, based on the assumptions that many users would choose the default settings, and that 

these settings were selected by the manufacturer because they provided more consistent results. 

The images were imported with their exterior orientation parameters measured by the onboard 

GPS. The coordinate system WGS84/UTM zone 37N, corresponding to the study area, was selected. 

Then, AT was performed using the default processing level based on the external orientation 

parameters of the images and key points.  

In the second step, the key points were densified to produce a dense point cloud (Figure 4). This 

was performed using the default processing level (a low level that uses a quarter of the resolution 

of the original images). The processing results are summarized in Table 2. 
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Figure 4 A 3D view of the 3D dense point cloud of the study area, with camera locations 

(in blue) and image frames (in green). 

Table 2 The results of image processing using Pix4D Mapper. 

GSD of the orthophoto 

(cm) 

Points density 

(point/m2)  

Number of dense 

cloud points 

Number of key 

points 

4.76 11 665409 235678 

For evaluating the accuracy, the software recalculated the exterior orientation parameters of the 

images and computed the differences between these parameters and the actual ones (measured 

GPS) with RMSEs. These RMSEs are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 The RMSE on the exterior parameters of the images. 

𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝐗 (𝐦) 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝐘 (𝐦) 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝐙 (𝐦) 𝐑𝐌𝐒𝐄𝐗𝐘𝐙 (𝐦) 

0.33 0.41 0.33 0.62 

Finally, using the dense points, the orthophoto of the study area was generated (Figure 5) with a 

geometric resolution equal to the GSD. 
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Figure 5 The orthophoto of the study area. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Assessing the Accuracy of AT 

The RMSEs of AT are shown in Table 3 and can be used to evaluate the relative accuracy only of 

AT and are not enough to assess its absolute accuracy. A set of control points was measured in the 

study area to assess the absolute accuracy of AT by applying Equation (11). Unfortunately, we could 

not assess the absolute accuracy due to the lack of control points in the study area. However, all 

recalculated exterior orientation parameters had sub-meter RMSE for the x, y, horizontal, and 

vertical directions.  

4.2 Assessing the Accuracy of the Orthophoto 

The obtained orthophoto and a large-scale topographic plan (1/1000) of the study area were 

used to locate 33 checkpoints distributed over the entire orthophoto (Figure 6). Those points were 

then used to assess the horizontal accuracy of the orthophoto. Using the coordinates of the 

checkpoints digitized on the topographic plan as a reference and the coordinates of the 

corresponding digitized checkpoints on the orthophoto as observed data, the errors in the x and y 

directions were calculated (Table 4).  
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Figure 6 The checkpoints measured on the orthophoto and the topographic plan are 

shown. 

Table 4 The coordinates of the checkpoints measured on the orthophoto and the 

topographic plan and their differences. 

Orthophoto Topographic plan 

N X (m) Y (m) X (m) Y (m) ΔX (m) ΔY (m) 

1 252156.6

6 

3716179.9

5 

252156.8

5 

37161

79.88 

-0.19 0.07 

2 252151.4

5 

3716181.4

4 

252151.7

8 

37161

81.73 

-0.33 -0.29 

3 252146.8

6 

3716187.9

2 

252146.7

5 

37161

87.93 

0.12 -0.02 

4 252176.5

8 

3716181.3

0 

252176.2

6 

37161

81.23 

0.33 0.07 

5 252196.9

6 

3716179.8

9 

252197.2

1 

37161

79.60 

-0.25 0.29 

6 252207.9

7 

3716176.9

0 

252208.0

1 

37161

76.99 

-0.04 -0.09 

7 252326.2

2 

3716202.2

3 

252326.1

5 

37162

02.07 

0.07 0.16 

8 252358.9

5 

3716186.4

6 

252358.7

6 

37161

86.65 

0.18 -0.19 

9 252383.5

9 

3716183.2

5 

252383.9

2 

37161

83.45 

-0.33 -0.20 

10 252400.5

4 

3716187.2

9 

252400.3

3 

37161

87.21 

0.21 0.09 

11 252203.2

5 

3716153.7

9 

252203.5

0 

37161

53.98 

-0.26 -0.20 

12 252243.2

3 

3716132.2

5 

252243.1

7 

37161

31.98 

0.06 0.26 

13 252307.3

6 

3716126.6

5 

252307.2

4 

37161

26.24 

0.13 0.41 

14 252140.2

5 

3716059.5

0 

252140.1

1 

37160

59.58 

0.14 -0.08 

15th 252186.4

8 

3716077.0

6 

252186.3

2 

37160

77.17 

0.16 -0.11 

16 252209.8

7 

3716055.9

1 

252209.8

3 

37160

55.79 

0.04 0.12 

17 252301.9

1 

3716071.7

3 

252301.9

3 

37160

71.80 

-0.02 -0.07 

18 252402.2

6 

3716034.4

2 

252402.6

5 

37160

34.33 

-0.38 0.09 

19 252208.2

8 

3716001.7

2 

252208.1

5 

37160

01.77 

0.13 -0.05 

20 252118.0

1 

3715967.6

9 

252118.1

1 

37159

67.65 

-0.10 0.04 
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21 252206.4

3 

3715984.3

9 

252206.7

1 

37159

84.53 

-0.28 -0.13 

22 252239.4

4 

3715971.2

3 

252239.6

2 

37159

71.07 

-0.18 0.16 

23 252298.6

2 

3715983.4

6 

252298.6

4 

37159

83.60 

-0.02 -0.14 

24 252316.2

5 

3715969.7

5 

252316.6

8 

37159

69.85 

-0.43 -0.10 

25 252297.9

4 

3715968.6

7 

252297.8

3 

37159

68.46 

0.10 0.21 

26 252380.6

2 

3715937.7

4 

252380.7

2 

37159

37.59 

-0.10 0.15 

27 252355.6

9 

3715941.1

4 

252355.8

5 

37159

41.05 

-0.16 0.09 

28 252436.8

6 

3715966.1

1 

252436.3

4 

37159

66.24 

0.52 -0.13 

29 252316.8

1 

3715954.0

2 

252317.0

3 

37159

53.60 

-0.22 0.41 

30 252173.2

6 

3715951.2

7 

252172.9

6 

37159

51.41 

0.30 -0.14 

31 252170.6

6 

3715950.2

7 

252170.7

3 

37159

50.35 

-0.07 -0.08 

32 252321.6

2 

3716053.3

9 

25232.09 37160

53.18 

-0.47 0.21 

33 252337.0

0 

3716038.8

5 

252337.2

2 

37160

38.74 

-0.22 0.11 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑋 = 0.237 𝑚 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑌 = 0.177 𝑚 

Before using Equation (12) to evaluate the accuracy of the orthophoto, we ensured that the 

coordinate differences were not correlated and were normally distributed. These statistical tests 

were performed using the SPSS software.  

4.2.1 Test of Correlation Between Coordinates' Differences  

Pearson’s correlation coefficient was computed using the SPSS software to measure the strength 

and direction of the linear relationship between the two studied variables DX and DY. The results of 

the correlation test are summarized in Table 5.  

Table 5 Pearson’s correlation test of differences. 

 DX (m) DY (m) 

DX (m) Pearson’s Correlation 1 -0.059 

Sig. (2-tailed)  0.745 

N 33 33 

DY (m) Pearson’s Correlation -0.059 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.745  

N 33 33 

Pearson's correlation coefficient was found to be –0.059 (Table 5). This indicated that the 

differences in the X and Y directions had an inverse relationship of medium strength. Thus, the 

hypothesis that they are independent can be almost accepted. 

4.2.2 Normality Test for Differences in the X-Coordinate 

The results of the normality test for differences in the X-coordinate are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6 The results of the normality test for the differences in the X-coordinate. 

 Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 

 Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 

DX (m) 0.078 33 0.200* 0.982 33 0.831 

We found that the value of "sig" in the Kolmogorov-Smirnova test was 0.200, which was greater 

than the significance level of 0.05 (Table 6). We also found that the value of "sig" in the Shapiro-

Wilk test was 0.831, which was greater than the significance level of 0.05. These results showed that 

the value of "sig" was located in the acceptance region, and therefore, we accepted the null 

hypothesis that the data were distributed normally [19]. The distribution histogram for the 

differences in the X-coordinate is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 The distribution histogram for the differences in the X-coordinate (errors on 

the coordinates in the X-axis). 

4.2.3 Normality Test for the Differences in the Y-Coordinate 

The results of the normality test for the differences in the Y-coordinate are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 The results of the normality test for the differences in the Y-coordinate. 

 Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 

 Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 

DY (m) 0.133 33 0.145 0.961 33 0.283 

We found that the value of "sig" in the Kolmogorov-Smirnova test was 0.145, which was greater 

than the significance level of 0.05 (Table 7). We also found that the value of "sig" in the Shapiro-

Wilk test was 0.283, which was greater than the significance level of 0.05. These results showed that 

the value of "sig" was located in the acceptance region, and therefore, we accepted the null 
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hypothesis that the data were distributed normally. The distribution histogram for the differences 

in the Y-coordinate is shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 The distribution histogram for the differences in the Y-coordinate (errors on the 

coordinates in the Y-axis). 

Based on the previous results, we applied Equation (12) to determine the spatial accuracy of the 

resulting orthophoto. The equation yielded the results as shown below. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦𝑟 =
2.4477 × 0.296

2
= ±0.362 𝑚 

The horizontal accuracy was suitable for producing a 1/1500 scale map from the orthophoto [20]. 

5. Conclusion  

Drones are powerful tools in the mapping and surveying industry, but surveyors need to 

understand the new concepts that have emerged with this new technology. In this study, the most 

important concepts were highlighted theoretically and practically.  

Theoretically, we showed that any field drone surveying operation needs precise flight planning 

for achieving the desirable dataset required to process the captured imagery using suitable software, 

GPS, and data on ground control points to perform precise aerial triangulation and obtain the 

orthophoto. Ground control points need to be used for assessing the absolute accuracy of aerial 

triangulation. 

In this study, we found that the assessment of the absolute horizontal accuracy of the drone-

based orthophoto needs the collected data to be compared to data of higher accuracy (a 

topographic map in our case). Before applying the accuracy standards, statistical tests need to be 

conducted to ensure that the coordinate differences follow a normal distribution and are not 

correlated.  

The results showed that the orthophoto generated by drone surveys can be considered to be an 

accurate alternative to traditional surveying topographic plans. We found that the horizontal 

accuracy of the orthophoto obtained in this study was suitable for producing a 1/1500 scale map.  
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